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Outside of Westminster, 

Enfield has the most  Product 

& Industrial  employees.

Digital  used to have the highest 

employment in Barking & Dagenham. But 

in 2020,  Architecture & Built Environment  

employed 60% of the design sector – 

the highest share of any borough.

Design disciplines practised in London:

Digital

Architecture & Built Environment

Multidisciplinary* Product & Industrial

Clothing Craft

Digital  used to have the highest 

employment in Barking & Dagenham. But 

in 2020,  Architecture & Built Environment  

employed 60% of the design sector – 

the highest share of any borough.

Newham has the same number 

of people working in  Clothing  as 

Westminster, even though it has only 

a third of the Clothing businesses.

In 2015, no one worked full-time in  

Product & Industrial  in Croydon. But by 

2020, there were 20 full-time employees.

Westminster has the biggest design industry in 

London – almost 16,000 people working in mostly 

Digital  ,  Architecture & Built Environment  

and  Multidisciplinary  roles.

Outside of Westminster, 

Enfield has the most  Product 

& Industrial  employees.

Hackney has the highest concentration of 

people working in  Multidisciplinary  design 

of any local authority in Great Britain.

Hounslow has the highest 

share of people working in  

Digital  of any borough (84%).

Camden has 310 people working 

in the  Craft  industry – the most 

of any borough.

£27bn

£97bn
UK design economy

An economic engine

London contributed more than 
one quarter of the UK design 
economy in 2019. 

The capital’s design sector also 
generated £1 in every £20 of 
London’s economy. 

28%

Double the design

.Places and Economic Value 2022
Design Economy: People, Data sources are from the report, 

 to learn more.designcouncil.org.uk Scan the QR code or visit 

*Includes employees from fashion design and product design industries.

Less concentrated in
London than the UK

More concentrated in
London than the UK
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Full-time design
employees in 2020
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The design industry is almost twice as concentrated in London than 

the rest of the UK. This is driven by several strong design communities

in  Architecture & Built Environment  ,  Multidisciplinary  and  

Digital  , which promote employment, business growth and higher 

wages across the capital.

Designed by:

London’s design economy
Each borough in London is home to its own unique community 
of people working in design. Together they add £27 billion of 
value to the UK. What do these design industries look like? 
Which creative disciplines do they practice? And how do they 
shape London’s design economy? 


